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1 Methodology  

 
This stage of the Gort Flood Relief Study involves the identification and mapping of landscape capacity 
and visual amenity within the study area and starts the iterative process with the project engineers in 
identifying the location and nature of water management measures.  
 
This report identifies the key landscape and visual resources in the study area, which may be affected by 
possible flood alleviation measures, and/or which may impose constraints on the viability and/or design 
of one or more measures. 
 
It includes an appraisal of international, national and local designated landscapes, county landscape 
character assessments and desktop analysis of topographical and other landscape mapping and datasets. 
This study identifies the significant features in the landscape which determine its character and includes 
an analysis of tourism and recreational use. 
 
This Constraints study is the first step in the Landscape and Visual assessment process for potential works 
to alleviate flooding the Gort area and follows the broad methodology as set out in the 3rd and latest 
edition of the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment. 
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2 Study area 

 

The study area reaches from the Burren to the Slieve Aughty Mountains 
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3 Desktop landscape and visual constraints 

 

3.1 County Landscape Character Assessments 

 

It should be noted that County Landscape Character Assessments have been carried out to date in the 
absence of final national Guidelines for their development or use. Some are based on the Draft 
Departmental Guidelines of 2000 (such as Galway) and some have devised tailored methodologies (such 
as Clare).  
 
The National Landscape Strategy for Ireland 2015-2025 charts a new context for landscape management 
and protection in Ireland. The Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht are expected to 
commission the first National Landscape Character Assessment in 2018. This is anticipated to be followed 
by new National Guidelines for Landscape Character Assessment and will set a new context for 
understanding and managing landscape change.  
 
While this policy context shifts, this constraints study will combine existing datasets contained in County 
Landscape Character Assessment with high-level on-site landscape survey and adapt to emerging new 
guidance to develop a robust underpinning for the project design. 
 

3.1.1 Galway County Landscape Character Assessment 

 
The County Development Plan contains information on the character of the county landscape and has set 
out focal points and views which are important at county level. The County Landscape Character 
assessment was carried out in 2001-2002 and has a strong focus on the context for wind energy and 
commercial forestry development.  The study area incorporates a number of Landscape Character Areas. 
LCAs 4, 5, 8 and 13 are relevant to the study area. 
 

The following section sets out how the relevant Landscape Character Areas within Co. Galway are 
described in the County LCA document, how value and sensitivity is proscribed in the Development 
Plan along with relevant recommendations.  
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3.1.2 Relevant County Galway Landscape Character Areas 

 

 

 

Galway Landscape Character Area 4  

Area 4 – Southeast Galway (Clarinbridge to Gort)  
The Landscape is undulating scrubby grassland, bound by field hedgerows without mature trees. The landscape is 
scenic without being remarkable and there are long distance views of the Slieve Aughty Mountains to the east 
 
Landscape Value: Medium 
Landscape Sensitivity: Class 2 - Moderate with pockets of Class 3 – High 
 
Recommendations: Development is prohibited in the areas that carry a nature designation. Development is 
permitted in the Class 2 area. Due to the undulating nature of the landscape, development of small-scale buildings 
will be easily accommodated and naturally screened in the natural hollows. Larger development may require 
earthworks (cut and fill) and the associated flattening of areas may alter the intimate character in existence. There is 
little coniferous or deciduous forestry in this area therefore large-scale screening by forestry is not appropriate, 
screening should be achieved using the natural topography. Development should not block important long-distance 
views of the Burren or Slieve Aughty Mountains or local focal points as these views are of regional landscape value. 
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New development should be surrounded by hedgerow to reinstate sections lost during construction and to continue 
the ecological corridor effect. 

Galway Landscape Character Area 6  

Area 5 – Slieve Aughty mountains 
The landscape is mountainous with areas of both coniferous and deciduous woodland. The landscape is wild, natural 
and scenic. Long distance glimpse views are available through the trees towards the lower ground in the surrounding 
areas. 
 
Landscape Value: Medium 
Landscape Sensitivity: Class 3 - High 
 
Recommendations: Development of additional forestry is suitable in this Class 3 area. However, the softening of the 
coniferous edge with native deciduous planting is recommended where the area joins sensitive sites to the north 
(Lough Rea) and the east (Lough Derg). New recreational facilities associated with the forestry should be developed 
using natural materials i.e. fencing, street furniture and shelters should be of timber. Lighting of amenity areas is not 
appropriate within the rural setting and from elevated hillsides. Car parking should be set within existing tree 
canopy where it will not cause visual intrusion from viewpoints.  

Galway Landscape Character Area 8 

Area 8 – Lower Burren (Co. Galway portion) 
The landscape is flat to undulating, with poor quality grassland around an abundance of stones and large rocks. The 
land is open with no hedgerows or trees or built elements and is quite barren yet scenic in a wild natural sense 
 
Landscape Value: Outstanding and Medium 
Landscape Sensitivity: Class 4 – Special with pockets of Class 2 - Moderate  
 
Recommendations: Development is prohibited in the limestone pavement area to the west (indicated as Class 4 on 
the landscape sensitivity map) which carried landscape and ecological designations and is therefore deemed highly 
sensitive. The eastern section of this area (indicated as Class 2 on the landscape sensitivity map) is considerably less 
sensitive to development. The flat open aspect, however, implies the need for height restrictions on development in 
order to minimise visual intrusion on the limestone area. Small scale development may be appropriate in the 
eastern section of this area but should be low in height and set within the natural hollows of the landscape or 
adjacent to the existing planting to avoid visual intrusion of the western area from the nearby roads including the 
N67. 

Galway Landscape Character Area 13 

Area 3 – East Galway Bay (Oranmore to Kinvara Bay and inland to N18 road).  
The coastline is intimate and sinuous with many sheltered inlets. The coast is scenic and relatively undeveloped. The 
landscape adjacent to the coast comprises pastureland in large fields bordered by mature hedgerows. The existing 
vegetation screens the coastline from roads and properties inland of the N18 road. 
 
Landscape Value: High  
Landscape Sensitivity: Class 3-High with a coastal edge of Class 4-Special 
 
Recommendations: The sinuous coastline is scenic and is relatively undeveloped. It is therefore highly sensitive. 
Future development should therefore be located further inland in order to protect this coastline and the panoramic 
views to be gained from it. 
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3.1.2.1 Landscape Sensitivity as set out in the Galway County Landscape Character 
Assessment 
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3.1.2.2 Landscape Values as set out in the Galway County Landscape Character 
Assessment 
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3.1.2.3 Galway County Protected Views 

The County Development Plan sets out views that are worthy of protection – indicated in pink below. 
 

 
 
 
 

3.1.3 Clare County Landscape and Seascape Character Assessment 

 

A comprehensive Landscape Character Assessment was carried out for County Clare in 2002. This high-
quality assessment was based on international best practice and divides the county into Landscape 
Character Types (LCT) and Landscape Character Areas (LCA). The LCTs and LCAs that fall within the study 
area are set out below along with a summary of character, landscape condition and sensitivity to change 
and principles for management. Landscape Character Areas 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 fall within the study area. 
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A Seascape Character Assessment of County Clare was carried out which identified 12 individual 
Character Areas in County Clare. Seascape Area 1 falls within the study area.  
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Historic Landscape Characterisation was also carried out for the County. 
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3.1.4 Relevant County Clare Landscape Character Areas 

 

LCA 1 - BURREN UPLANDS 
 

  
Key Characteristics 
Classic limestone karst scenery, rising to about 300m with numerous limestone features including pavement and 
caves. Vegetation is sparse and is confined to lower more sheltered slopes, where hazel scrub is seen, and the farmed 
coastal shelf where mature trees and bushy hedgerows are seen. Area is renowned for high diversity of arctic-alpine 
flora. Numerous historical features including wedge tombs and dolmens. Extensive limestone walls are a strong 
characteristic of this area, reflecting proximity of geology to the surface. Sparse settlement on higher slopes 
increases on lower slopes of coastal farmland. Long views are afforded from the higher slopes across the limestone 
pavements and over to Galway Bay and the Aran Islands, elsewhere views are limited due to wooded nature of 
landscape and narrow roads. Isolated and remote character in exposed limestone areas, this is combined with a 
more intimate landscape in lower areas.  
 
Landscape Condition and Sensitivity to Change  
This area retains a wild and remote feel, particularly from upland locations. The condition of the area is exceptional, 
with extensive areas remaining intact and managed, as reflected by exposed limestone, flora of international 
importance and the presence of numerous historical remains. Modern insensitive development is seen on some 
fringes, but the area is largely undeveloped due to its barren and waterless nature. Sensitive visitor management is a 
key issue and some erosion is present around important tourist sites and the need for traffic management requires 
attention, again at the honeypots. The Aillwee caves are a good example of sensitive visitor facilities, where it has 
blended well into the surrounding landscape and has a low visual impact. Some detractors affect the area, such as 
prominent masts on Sliabh Elva. The open aspect and high elevation allows views to and from historic cairns and 
ringforts (such as Dobhach Bhrainn and Cathair Dhuin Irghuis on the Black Head). 
 
The area would be highly sensitive to any change. It is a fragile ecosystem and is very open, so any development 
would be highly visible. Change is occurring as grazing pressure is declining in some areas, allowing regeneration of 
hazel scrub. This can mask the distinctive landform and historical features. This semi–natural vegetation of 
international importance would be very sensitive to changes in agricultural practice, particularly changes in grazing 
regimes and therefore should be managed carefully. Numerous locations within the Burren uplands are classified as 
visually vulnerable or high amenity under the current county development plan. 
 
Relevant Principles for Landscape Management 

• Maintain ecological and landscape diversity through increased tailoring of REPS to Burren Uplands  
• Ensure consistency between objectives of state agencies operating within the Burren Uplands  
• There should be careful siting and design of new developments away from highly visible locations with 

guidance provided on appropriate styles, boundary treatment and siting options  
• Promote retention and enhancement of elements such as limestone walls and vernacular housing styles  
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LCA 2 – LOW BURREN 

 

  
Key Characteristics  

• This is an area of extensive exposed limestone creating rocky plains affording long extensive views. Where 
the soil is thicker, areas of rich limestone pasture predominate, interspersed with a number of surface water 
features, principally loughs.  

• Distinctive limestone walls, comprising of vertical and diagonal slabby pieces of limestone.  
• Source of the River Fergus and partly within National Park Boundary.  
• Important settlements of Kilfenora and Corrofin, contrast with more remote northern limestone area.  
• Terraced slopes of Sliabh Carran dominate the view to the west.  
• Burren National Park covers part of the area.  
• Historic monuments, such as megalithic tombs and castles are frequent  

 
Landscape Condition and Sensitivity to Change  
The area is in generally good condition, it is well maintained with a strong rural character, interspersed with small 
villages. The quality and sensitivity of the landscape increases towards the Burren National Park area. In some areas, 
inappropriate housing development has occurred. Such bungalows are a poor fit into their rural location. Insensitive 
expansion of existing settlements without appropriate screening would impact negatively upon character of the 
area, as would increased and uncontrolled expansion of tourist facilities. The area would be highly sensitive to 
change; the flat and unusual nature of the pavements would make any large development very visible. The National 
Park designation would support very careful management. Areas classified as visually vulnerable, sensitive or of high 
amenity within this LCA include grassland west of Lough Inchiquin, the banks of the River Fergus and the shores of 
Lough Lickeen and Inchiquin. The semi–natural vegetation of international importance would be very sensitive to 
changes in agricultural practice, particularly changes in grazing regimes, nutrient additions or ploughing and 
therefore these activities should be managed carefully. 
 
Relevant Principles for landscape management  

• Small-scale development tucked into lower areas can be accommodated if sensitively designed and located. 
The more wooded areas can absorb limited development but must take due consideration of high ecological 
value  

• New tourist management facilities are best sited outside vulnerable areas  
• Native vegetation surrounding loughs and river valleys should be protected  
• Agricultural and environmental schemes should be promoted to avoid dereliction of landscape  
• Appropriate proactive planning policies need to be developed and implemented to protect sensitive areas  
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LCA 4 FERGUS LOUGHLANDS  
 

  
  
Key Characteristics  

• Undulating lowland mosaic of loughs, farmland and wooded limestone pavements.  
• Loughs and rivers are oriented predominantly northeast to southwest reflecting historical glacial 

movements.  
• Characteristic lowland limestone pavement in parts are vegetated with hazel scrub and is of high ecological 

value, e.g. Dromore Lough nature reserve.  
• Important historical features include Dysert O’Dea.  
• Area is largely rural in character dissected by quiet minor roads.  
• Scattered settlement aside from the villages of Crusheen and Ruan.  

 
Landscape Condition and Sensitivity to Change  
This is a highly attractive and well-maintained landscape. The natural vegetation affords significant screening and 
can create an intimate landscape in many areas. This contrasts with the more open exposed character around larger 
loughs and limestone pavement. It is a highly distinctive landscape with the variety of landscape forms, specifically 
loughs, low drumlins and limestone pavement combining to create an intact landscape area. Due to the frequently 
wooded nature of the landscape, small-scale development could be accommodated. However, screening would be 
necessary and due care requested with regards to water quality. There are a number of derelict properties, 
sympathetic to the environs that should be promoted for restoration. However, the area as a whole would be very 
sensitive to large scale and unsympathetic development and changes, which would affect the condition of limestone 
and loughs. The broadleaved area south of Dromore are classified as visually vulnerable or sensitive, and the loughs 
within this area are designated as high amenity areas under the County Development Plan. 
 
Relevant Principles for Landscape Management  

• Protect the natural shoreline vegetation and water quality  
• Provide incentives for the restoration of derelict properties  
• The siting and design of recreational facilities should be carefully considered to avoid visual intrusion  
• Direct new development to areas afforded natural screening and provide guidance on siting, location and 

boundary treatment of new development  
• Promote agricultural and environmental schemes to avoid dereliction of landscape  
• SAC and NHA designations should act as drivers for controlling land use  
• Monitor water quality carefully as the catchment is very important  
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LCA 5 SLIABH AUGHTY UPLANDS  
 

  
 
Key Characteristics  

• Open and forested rolling moorland hills reaching 400 m at Maghera and extending over to the wider Sliabh 
Aughty range in Galway.  

• The vegetation is dominated by blanket bog with plantation forests and semi-natural deciduous woodland 
on lower slopes and along watercourses.  

• Very sparse settlement confined to lower fringes with bungalows affording panoramic views.  
• Megalithic tombs are a feature, as well as holy wells on lower slopes.  
• Sparse communications include narrow roads and tracks on the fringes. The area is crossed by the East 

Clare Way (a long distance footpath).  
 
Landscape Condition and Sensitivity  
The condition of this area is variable. Where open peaty areas are retained, a very strong and intact upland 
character is retained. This is interjected by extensive coniferous plantations. The older plantations are frequently 
blocky and unsympathetic to the landform, with straight edges. Clear felling has a significant landscape impact. The 
lower areas and valleys are generally in better condition, with riparian woodland around the small streams and a 
more managed sense due to pasture production. Clear felling in future if not very carefully managed will leave a 
large scar on the upland areas. In addition, some of the upper open areas would be sensitive to inappropriate 
housing development. Wide views are afforded from this area across to Lough Graney, the East Clare loughlands, 
Lough Derg and across to the Galway Sliabh Aughty range. The lower slopes and peat bogs of Maghera are classified 
as visually vulnerable or sensitive in the county development plan. The skylines of Maghera to Derrynagullian and 
Knockbeha Mountain are designated as high amenity under the same plan. 
 
Relevant Principles for Landscape Management  

• Careful consideration should be given to siting and planting regime of new forestry plantations, in small-
scale irregular plantations with a good proportion of deciduous tree. Irregular edges following the landform 
and varied age structure will help prevent creation of large uniform blocks  

• Clear felling regimes need to be carefully managed so not to impact overwhelmingly on the landscape  
• Conserve open character of remaining areas  
• Direct new development to lower slopes, reflecting existing pattern of development and using shelter 

provided from existing vegetation and landform; guidance should be provided on siting, location and style 
of new houses  

• Encourage restoration of derelict houses  
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LCA 6 - LOUGH GRANEY  

  
 
 
Key Characteristics  

• Natural lough in the river Graney catchment, orientated north west to south east surrounded by undulating 
farmland and forested hills.  

• Highly scenic area with recognised ecological value.  
• Occasional wooded islands scattered around the Lough such as Green Island.  
• Spare settlement along shoreline and scattered settlement elsewhere throughout area.  
• Strong cultural associations with Brian Merriman and the Midnight Court.  
• Views afforded across the Lough to the surrounding Sliabh Aughty mountains.  

 
Landscape Condition and Sensitivity to Change  
This is a very attractive, highly rural landscape, with the numerous hedgerows and trees contributing to a wooded 
sense, and frequently creating an intimate landscape. The lough itself is the principal focus of the area, and the 
setting is highly scenic, with the lough framed by the surrounding uplands.  There are some detractors, including a 
highly visible dwelling at northern the end of Lough and insensitive afforestation that masks landform in parts. New 
development would be highly visible along lough shores and hills. However, the hedgerows afford some screening 
and small scale, sympathetic development could be accommodated. It would be important to try to retain the sense 
of remoteness within this area.  The roads around Lough Graney are identified in the county development plan as 
scenic routes, affording views and prospects. 
 
Relevant Principles for Landscape Management  

• Direct new development to use shelter provided from existing vegetation and landform; guidance should be 
provided on siting, location and style of new houses  

• Encourage restoration of derelict houses  
• Monitor water quality carefully as the catchment is very important  
• Any loughshore facilities should be carefully considered to minimise visual impact and avoid damaging 

lough fringe vegetation and water quality  
• Guidance should be available on any new planting regimes with emphasis on native species indigenous to 

the area  
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3.1.4.1 Co. Clare Seascape Assessment 

 

AREA 1 - BLACKHEAD BAY 
 

  
 
 
Key Characteristics  

• This area consists of estuarine mudflats, with coastal limestone farmland and limestone valleys reaching the 
coast. Dry limestone valleys drain into these estuaries.  

• Islands are a feature e.g. Green Island, Gall Island. These help give the area an enclosed character, together 
with the eastward facing Cregg Spit.  

• Muckinish Point is classified as a visually vulnerable and visually sensitive area in the Clare County 
Development Plan.  

• The Coastline from Aughinish Bay to Loop Head to Clonderalaw Bay is classified as an area of high amenity 
in the County Development Plan.  

• Views are available across to the coast of County Galway.  
• The limestone coastal shelf carries the roads and the majority of settlement.  

 
Condition and Sensitivity  
The condition of Blackhead Bay is good. The area retains its undeveloped rural feel and there are no obvious 
detractors. The bay would however be sensitive to change. The surrounding landform prevents wider views and, as a 
consequence, seascape views are contained within the headlands and are focused upon the bay.  
This stretch of coast has experienced significant ribbon development over the past two decades, with roadside 
development of one-off housing and housing clusters extending along the coast road, east and west from 
Ballyvaughan. The rural and tranquil estuarine landscape is of high ecological and landscape value. It could easily be 
affected by inappropriate development, pollution or climate change.  The views of cairns over 500ft in elevation, 
from 20km distance – they are only visible in the Blackhead Bay Character Area and are not visible on the seaward 
side Burren Character Area.  
 
Relevant Principles for Seascape Management  

• Careful siting and design of new developments away from highly visible locations should be enforced with 
guidance provided on appropriate styles, boundary treatment and siting operations  

• Promote retention and enhancement of elements such as limestone walls and vernacular buildings along 
the coastline  

• Linear development along the coastline should be avoided and all other development should be screened 
appropriately  

• There should be continuous monitoring of water quality in coastal waters  
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3.1.5 Clare Living Landscapes  

 
The County Development Plan confirms the usefulness of the detailed landscape character assessment 
for decision making but has updated and simplified landscape policy in the current Development Plan. 
With the ambition of ensuring that the implication of landscape policy is broadly supported, the Clare 
County Development Plan 2017-2023 sets out a series of ‘Living Landscapes’ – where different parts of 
the County are regarded as having different potential in terms of how communities can pursue their 
ambitions and aspirations. This approach is based on areas maximising their strengths. For example, 
some areas have strong potential for tourism based on their heritage and scenery, while others have 
different potential due to proximity to major roads or power lines. As a result, different approaches 
emerge that are the most suitable for each area. The County is divided into: 
 

• Settled landscapes – areas where people live and work;  

• Working Landscapes – intensively settled and developed areas within Settled Landscapes or areas 
with a unique natural resource;  

• Heritage Landscapes – areas where natural and cultural heritage are given priority and where 
development is not precluded but happens more slowly and carefully. 
 

Scenic routes are also identified. 
 

 
 
The Study area encompasses parts of the Heritage Landscape associated with the Burren and pockets of 
Heritage and Settled landscapes north of Feakle. 
 
Of particular relevance for the study area is Heritage Landscape 2:  The Burren. This has been defined by 
having regard to the Heritage Council’s LCA Study Unit 1 Burren Uplands, Unit 2 Low Burren and Unit 4 
Fergus Loughlands. 
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Two scenic routes are relevant to the constraints study being within or just outside of the Study area: 
 

• A looped route linking Flagmount, Caher and an amenity area at Lough Graney 

• Routes northeast of Carron  
 
 
 

3.2 Areas recognised for their landscape significance 

 

3.2.1 Burren National Park 

The Burren National Park is one of Irelands six National Parks and managed by the NPWS. A Management 
Plan has been prepared by Brendan McGrath Associates for the Burren National Park for the period 2017-
2030. The maps below show the relationship between the National Park, the Geopark, Landscape 
Character Areas and the study area   
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3.2.2 Burren UNESCO Geopark 

In 2011 the Burren and Cliffs of Moher Geopark gained Global Geopark status. The Geopark covers 
530km2

 and extends westwards of the study area.  
 

 
 

The stark contrast between the low-lying nature of much of the western parts of the study area and the 
uplands of the Burren Geopark is shown below. 
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3.2.3 Coole Demesne/Coole-Garryland Nature Reserve and Designed 
Landscape 

 

The National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (Gardens) contains information on historic designed 
landscapes and gives a rating to the level of intactness based on a desktop analysis. The key accessible 
designed landscape in the study area is the former Coole Demesne, with significant literary connections 
with the Irish literary revival late 19th and early 20th century.  
 
‘Under my window ledge the waters race, 
Otters below and moor-hens on the top, 
Run for a mile undimmed in Heaven’s face, 
Then darkening through ‘dark’ Raftery’s ‘cellar’ drop, 
Run underground, rise in a rocky place 
In Coole demesne, and there to finish up 
Spread to a lake and drop into a hole. 
What’s water but the generated soul?’ 
– W.B. Yeats ‘Coole Park and Ballylee, 1931’ 

 
Remnant historic features include: the walled garden and Autograph tree with famous literary carvings, 
stable yard, lime kiln, stone walls, horse pump, limestone seat with views to the Slieve Aughty mountains. 
 
The former Coole Demesne is also a nature reserve managed by the National Parks and Wildlife Service as 
the Coole-Garryland Nature Reserve and includes a Visitor Centre in a restored barn. The nature reserve 
covers an area of approximately 400 hectares (1000 acres) where wetland and woodland meet. The 
seven woods celebrated by W.B. Yeats are part of the nature trails taking in woods, river, turlough, bare 
limestone and Coole lake. 
 
National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (Gardens) – high level analysis: Main features 
unrecognisable - peripheral features visible. 
 
Historic mapping and contemporary remnant features 
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3.3 Walks and trails 

 

It is also important to understand the amenity use of the landscape, and a number of identified walks and 
trails within the study area are described below: 
 

Walks within the Coole-Garryland Nature Reserve 
 
Coole Park Family Trail 
This walk follows tracks as it brings you by a deer pen and passes the site of the house and the walled 
garden on its way to the Autograph Tree. 
 
The Seven Woods Trail 
The “Seven Woods Trail” is 4.5km and connects the different woods made famous in poetry by W.B. 
Yeats. The walk leads you past a viewing point for Coole Lake and the great expanse of wetland. The trail 
takes you deeper into the woodland and along the way you will also pass remnants of the built heritage 
of Coole, such as the stable yard, stone walls first built in the 18th century and a limekiln.   
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Carron Loop and Carron Turlough Loop  
 

 
 
Cahermurphy loop 
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East Clare way sections: 
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3.4 Tourism regional experience brands and tourism routes 

 
National tourism policy divides the country into a range of tourism experience brands. The study area 
falls within the established Wild Atlantic Way and new Ireland’s Hidden Heartlands brands.  
 

 
 
The Wild Atlantic Way is the main Tourism proposition for the coastal parts of the Study Area. The 
detailed route of the Wild Atlantic Way is shown below. The study area falls within the Cliff Coast section 
of the route.  
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3.5 Karst features 

 
The GSI’s Karst Database documents all known karst features to date.  
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4 Initial photo survey 

 

An initial photo survey has been carried out focusing on the landscapes between Kinvara and Peterswell 
and charts how the flat landscapes of the western part of the study area gradually give way to more 
undulating and wooded landscapes moving towards the highlands of Slieve Aughty.  
 

 
 
 
View 1: Kinvara 
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View 2: looking across the Lower Burren in Co. Galway 

 
 

View 3: Stone wall bound fields and areas of woodland the Lower Burren in Co. Galway 

 
 
View 4: Limestone pavement and views towards the Upper Burren 
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View 5: View across wetlands towards the lower foothills of the Slieve Aughty Mountains 

 
 
View 6: Slightly undulating land south of Coole Park 

 
 
View 7: Low lying and seasonally wet lands north of Coole Park 
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View 8: Flat and open stone wall bound fields  

 
 
View 9: Slightly undulating stone wall and hedgerow enclosed fields with views towards the Upper Burren 

 
 
View 10: Amenity area at Kiltartan 

 
 

View 11: View towards location of subterranean river at Kiltartan 
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5 Conclusion and initial design considerations 

 
Any potential interventions to address flooding within the study area will need to follow the general 
pattern of the receiving landscape in terms of topography, vegetation and built materials.   
 
This Constraints Study sets out the current understanding of the study area landscape as reflected in 
County Development Plans and Landscape Character Assessments and the recognition of landscape 
significance through designations, amenity and visitor use.  
 
The study area encompasses a number of distinct landscape character areas and a successful design 
approach will avoid a “one design fits all” approach, and rather devise design details which adapt to the 
receiving environment in any particular location in terms of materials, form, gradient, and new 
vegetation. 
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Appendix A 
Definition of terms used in Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
 

Landscape Effects 
 

Landscape Sensitivity to Change Criteria 

 

Landscape Sensitivity Classification Criteria 

High  
• Landscape characteristics or features with little or no capacity to absorb change 

without fundamentally altering their present character 

• Landscape designated for its international or national landscape value or with highly 

valued features 

• Outstanding example in the area of well cared for landscape or set of features that 

combine to give a particularly distinctive sense of place 

• Few detracting or incongruous elements 

Medium-high 
• Landscape characteristics or features with a low capacity to absorb change without 

fundamentally altering their present character 

• Landscape designated for regional or county-wide landscape value where the 

characteristics or qualities that provided the basis for their designation are apparent 

or a landscape with highly valued features locally 

• Good example in the area of a well-cared for landscape or set of features that 

combine to give a clearly defined sense of place 

Medium 
• Landscape characteristics or features with moderate capacity to absorb change 

without fundamentally altering their present character 

• Landscape designated for its local landscape value or a regional designated landscape 

where the characteristics and qualities that led to the designation of the area are less 

apparent or are partially eroded or an undesignated landscape which may be valued 

locally – for example an important open space 

• An example of a landscape or a set of features which is relatively coherent 

Medium-Low 
• Landscape characteristics or features which are reasonably tolerant of change 

without detriment to their present character 

• No designation present or of little local value 

• An example of an un-stimulating landscape or set of features; with some areas 

lacking a sense of place and identity 

Low 
• Landscape characteristics or features which are tolerant of change without 

determent to their present character 

• An area with a weak sense of place and/or poorly defined character /identity 

• No designation present or of low local value or in poor condition 

• An example of monotonous unattractive visually conflicting or degraded landscape 

or set of features 
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Magnitude of Landscape Change Criteria (Landscape Effects) 

 

Magnitude Classification Criteria 

None No change 

Negligible Little perceptible change 

Low Minor change, affecting some characteristics and the experience of the landscape to an 

extent; and  

Introduction of elements that is not uncharacteristic 

Moderate Noticeable change, affecting some key characteristics and the experience of the 

landscape; and  

Introduction of some uncharacteristic elements. 

High Noticeable change, affecting many key characteristics and the experience of the 

landscape; and 

Introduction of many incongruous developments 

Very High Highly noticeable change, affecting most key characteristics and dominating the 

experience of the landscape; and 

Introduction of highly incongruous development 

 
Visual Effects 
 

Sensitivity to Visual Change Criteria 

 

Visual Sensitivity Classification Criteria 

High  

• Users of outdoor recreational facilities, on recognised national cycling or walking 

routes or in nationally designated landscapes 

• Residential buildings 

Medium-high 

• Users of outdoor recreational facilities, in highly valued landscapes or locally 

designated landscapes or on local recreational routes that are well publicised in 

guide books 

• Road and rail users in nationally designated landscapes or on recognised scenic 

routes, likely to be travelling to enjoy the view 

Medium 

• Users of outdoor recreational facilities including public open space in moderately 

valued Landscapes 

• Users of primary transport road network, orientated towards the proposed 

development, likely to be travelling for other purposes than just the view 

Medium-low 

• People engaged in active outdoor sports or recreation and less likely to focus on the 

view 

• Primary transport road network and rail users likely to be travelling to work with 

oblique views of the project or users of minor road network 

Low 
• People engaged in work activities indoors, with limited opportunity for views of the 

proposed development 
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Magnitude of Visual Change Criteria (Visual effects) 

 

Magnitude Classification Criteria 

None No change in the existing view 

Negligible The development will cause a barely discernible change in the existing view 

Low 
The development will cause very minor changes to the view over a wide area or minor 

changes over a limited area 

Moderate 
The development will cause modest changes to the existing view over a wide area or 

noticeable change over a limited area 

High 
The development will cause a considerable change in the existing view over a wide 

area or a significant change over a limited area 

Very High 
The development will cause significant changes in the existing view over a wide area or 

a change which will dominate over a limited area 

 
Significance of Effects Matrix  
 

 

Significance of Effects 

(impacts of moderate and 

above are considered 

significant) 

Sensitivity 

High Medium-
High 

Medium Medium-
Low 

Low 

Magnitude 
of Change 

Very High Major Major 
Moderate-

Major 
Moderate Moderate 

High Major 
Moderate-

Major 

Moderate-

Major 
Moderate Minor-Moderate 

Moderate 
Moderate-

Major 
Moderate Moderate 

Minor-

Moderate 
Minor 

Low Moderate Moderate 
Minor-

Moderate 
Minor Minor-Negligible 

Negligible Minor 
Minor-

Negligible 

Minor-

Negligible 
Negligible Negligible 
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Definition of the duration of both landscape and visual effects 

 

Duration Description 

Temporary Effects lasting one year or less 

Short Term Effects lasting one to seven years 

Medium Term Effects lasting seven to fifteen years 

Long Term Effects lasting fifteen to sixty years 

Permanent Effects lasting over sixty years 

 

Definition of the quality of both landscape and visual effects  

 

Quality of Effects Description 

Neutral This will neither enhance nor detract from the landscape character or view 

Positive (Beneficial) This will improve or enhance the landscape character or view 

Negative (Adverse) This will reduce the quality of the existing landscape character or view 

 

Categories of Significance of Landscape and Visual Effects 

 

Significance 
Category 

Description of Effect 

Major Beneficial  

Effect 

The project would: 

• greatly enhance the character (including quality and value) of the landscape; 
• enable the restoration of characteristic features and elements lost as a result of changes from 

inappropriate management or development; 
• enable a sense of place to be created or greatly enhanced; 
• cause a very noticeable improvement in the existing view; and 
• open up a new view of local landscape  

Moderate 
Beneficial 

Effect 

The project would: 

• enhance the character (including quality and value) of the landscape; 
• enable the restoration of characteristic features and elements partially lost or diminished as a result 

of changes from inappropriate management or development; 
• enable a sense of place to be restored; and 
• cause a noticeable improvement in the existing view. 

Minor Beneficial 

Effect 

The project would: 

• complement the character (including quality and value) of the landscape; 
• maintain or enhance characteristic features and elements; 
• enable some sense of place to be restored; and 
• cause a barely perceptible improvement in the existing view. This will typically occur where the 

viewer is at some distance from the development and the development newly appears in the view, 
but not as a point of principal focus. It will also occur where the development is closely located to 
the viewpoint but is seen at an acute angle and at the extremity of the overall view. 

Negligible Effect 

The project would: 

• maintain the character (including quality and value) of the landscape; 
• blend in with characteristic features and elements; 
• enable a sense of place to be retained; and 
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Significance 
Category 

Description of Effect 

• not result in a discernible improvement in the existing view. 

None No change resulting from the development 

Minor Adverse  
Effect 

The project would: 

• not quite fit the character (including quality and value) of the landscape; 
• be at variance with characteristic features and elements; 
• detract from a sense of place; and 
• cause a barely perceptible deterioration in the existing view. This will typically occur where the 

viewer is at some distance from the development and the development newly appears in the view, 
but not as a point of principal focus. It will also occur where the development is closely located to 
the viewpoint but is seen at an acute angle and at the extremity of the overall view. 

Moderate 
Adverse 
Effect 

The project would: 

• conflict with the character (including quality and value) of the landscape; 
• have an adverse effect on characteristic features or elements;  
• diminish a sense of place; and 
• cause a noticeable deterioration in the existing view. 

Major Adverse  
Effect 

The project would: 

• be at complete variance with the character (including quality and value) of the landscape; 
• degrade or diminish the integrity of a range of characteristic features and elements; 
• damage a sense of place or cause a sense of place to be lost; 
• cause the integrity of characteristic features and elements to be lost; 
• cause a very noticeable deterioration in the existing view; and 
• obstruct an existing view of local landscape and the development will dominate the future view. 

 
 

Scale of Significance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Loss of mature or diverse landscape elements, features, 

characteristics, aesthetic or perceptual qualities 

• Effects on rare, distinctive, particularly representative 

landscape character 

• Loss of lower value elements, features, characteristics, 

aesthetic or perceptual qualities 

• Loss of new, uniform, homogeneous elements, features, 

characteristics, qualities 

• Effects on areas in poorer condition or of degraded 

character 

• Effects on lower-value landscapes 

 
More significant 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Less significant 




